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ABSTRACT
Cache-based side channel attacks pose a serious threat to com-
puter security. Numerous cache attacks have been demonstrated,
highlighting the need for effective and efficient defense mecha-
nisms to shield systems from this threat. In this paper, we propose a
novel application-level protection mechanism, called Ghost Thread.
Ghost Thread is a flexible library that allows a user to protect cache
accesses to a requested sensitive region to mitigate cache-based
side channel attacks. This is accomplished by injecting random
cache accesses to the sensitive cache region by separate threads.
Compared with prior work that injects noise in a modified OS and
hardware, our novel approach is applicable to commodity OS and
hardware. Compared with other user-space mitigation mechanisms,
our novel approach does not require any special hardware support,
and it only requires slight code changes in the protected applica-
tion making it readily deployable. Evaluation results on an Apache
server show that Ghost Thread provides both strong protection
and negligible overhead on real-world applications where only a
fragment requires protection. In the worst-case scenario where the
entire application requires protection, Ghost Thread still incurs
negligible overhead when a system is under utilized, and moderate
overhead when a system is fully utilized.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Side channel attacks observe physical characteristics of a machine
such as cache usage [3, 35], power consumption [24], and even elec-
tromagnetic field fluctuations [1] to uncover sensitive data. These
attacks have plagued both hardware and software developers for
years, particularly developers working with sensitive information.

Cache-based side channel attacks (cache attacks) [3, 35] have
been well known for over a decade. They are particularly dangerous
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due to their capability of leaking hundreds of kilobytes of informa-
tion in seconds [14]. Recently, cache attacks have made a splash
in the computing world: Spectre [23] and Meltdown [27] exploits
show that when combined with other attack vectors, cache attacks
can be a serious threat to computer systems. Most alarmingly, cache
attacks have been shown to be possible across virtual machines in a
cloud environment [38] and secure enclaves [40]. The root cause of
cache side channels is that some programs modify the cache state
in ways that depend on confidential data used by the programs.
Hence, an adversary can observe the cache usage during program
execution and infer what data could have been used to cause the
state changes of the cache.

Many defenses have been proposed to mitigate those attacks,
with the goal of eliminating or reducing the effects of sensitive data
on cache. However, a big challenge is compatibility: it is difficult to
protect vulnerable applications on commodity hardware/OSes. Many
mechanisms [7, 10, 22, 25, 29–31, 42, 45, 48, 51] require substantial
changes to operating systems and/or hardware. Such mechanisms
are appealing in the long term since vulnerable applications can
be protected with few or no changes, but they are unlikely to be
adopted in the near future. On the other hand, cryptographic li-
braries, common targets of cache attacks, typically use tricks (e.g.,
the scatter-gather technique) to thwart those attacks. However,
those tricks require code-rewriting, and sometimes, a constant-
time version requires significant changes compared to the most
efficient ones. For example, bit-sliced AES implementations [21]
rely on a circuit implementing the AES S-box, which diverges from
table-based implementations significantly. These tricks are subtle
to implement, and they are highly tailored for cryptographic algo-
rithms; it is still challenging to protect other applications, or even
a different implementation of a cryptographic algorithm.

Recent work by Gruss et al. [13] offers a promising application-
level solution requiring few code changes. The mechanism utilizes
hardware transactional memory (HTM) to ensure that all sensitive
cache lines are “locked” into the cache when sensitive code blocks
are executed. However, the approach relies on HTM, which is still
absent in many processors (i.e. AMD processors). To avoid frequent
transaction failures, the protected memory is limited to the size
of CPU’s caches; for example, the write set of HTM is limited to
the size of the L1 cache (typically several KB) [13]. Moreover, the
overhead on memory-intensive applications can go as high as 3.5X,
due to more frequent transaction abortions.

In this paper, we propose a novel application-level defense mech-
anism called Ghost Thread to mitigate cache side channels. Com-
pared with existing defense mechanisms, Ghost Thread works on
any commodity OS and hardware that supports concurrency. More-
over, it protects vulnerable applications without any code change
except for a few library calls. Ghost Thread serves as a flexible library
that protects accesses to the sensitive memory region by injecting
random accesses to the same region. By doing this, an adversary
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now has to distinguish random behavior added by Ghost Thread
from actual program behavior to launch a successful attack. While
the overall idea seems simple, the insight behind Ghost Thread is
that the overhead of using a concurrent thread to randomly pollute
the cache will have limited impact on the total execution time of the
protected application, particularly when the machine is not under
heavy load. Meanwhile, Ghost Thread offers strong security: we
prove that the number of samples needed to launch a successful attack
grows exponentially with the number of injected accesses. Moreover,
Ghost Thread defends against various kinds of existing attacks,
including attacks on both symmetric and asymmetric ciphers.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a novel, versatile, and easily deployable mecha-
nism for mitigating cache attacks. It offers low overhead and
strong security assurances in practice without any changes
to existing hardware and OS. These goals are accomplished
by randomly injecting phony cache accesses to a sensitive
memory region, making it difficult for an adversary to distin-
guish real memory accesses from noise memory accesses.

• We present a security analysis that quantifies the security
Ghost Thread can provide. This is performed by estimating
the number of samples needed to launch a successful attack.
We also present empirical security experiments showing
that Ghost Thread can thwart known cache attacks against
common crypto algorithms.

• We implement Ghost Thread as an application-level library
and evaluate the runtime overhead of Ghost Thread under
different system loads, different Ghost Thread configurations,
and different tradeoffs between security and performance.
We show that Ghost Thread has negligible overhead when a
system is under utilized, or in real-world situations where
not all code requires protection. In the worst-case scenario
where a system is fully utilized and the entire application
is protected, the overhead is still acceptable. Compared to
state-of-the-art application-level mitigation, Ghost Thread
improves performance by up to one order of magnitude in
the worst case with respect to overhead.

2 BACKGROUND AND ATTACK MODEL
2.1 Cache Side Channels
Although different cache attacks work in different ways, they all
try to reveal confidential information by probing the existence or
absence of data in data/instruction cache. Prior work has shown
that cache side channels reveal private keys in the implementation
of commonly used cryptographic algorithms such as AES, RSA and
ElGamal [3, 14, 15, 26, 35, 46, 47]. Attacks on themmanifest because
their cache access patterns depend on their secret keys. Next, we
discuss two categories of cache attacks as well as techniques to
reveal information from the cache.

2.1.1 Synchronous/Asynchronous Cache Attacks. In a synchronous
cache attack, the attacker controls the beginning and end of the
victim instruction being monitored [35]. Hence, the attacker obtains
cache behavior that is associated with a particular piece of code
in the victim process. Synchronous cache attacks were used in
[14, 20, 35, 49] to demonstrate the feasibility of attack techniques
such as Prime+Probe, Flush+Reload and Flush+Flush. However,

Synchronous Window (cycles)
Flush + Flush 200+(victim access time) [14]1
Flush + Reload 520 [15]
Prime + Probe 500+(victim access time) [50]
Asynchronous Window (cycles)
Flush + Reload 2500 [46]
Prime + Probe 5000 [32]

Table 1: Window sizes used in various cache side-channel at-
tacks. Note that the window size for successfully launching
the synchronous attacks depends on the execution time of
the victim code. When the data is unavailable in the paper,
we simply write “victim access time” in the table.

due to the strong assumption that the attacker has a fine-grained
control over the victim process, they are considered less practical.
This is particularly true for attacks monitoring a few instructions
of interest by inlining monitoring code into the victim program.

In contrast, an asynchronous attack [17, 32, 35, 46] does not con-
trol the beginning and end of the victim process. Instead, they wait
for the application to begin and make observations at fixed inter-
vals of time, which we will call a window in this paper, throughout
the execution of victim. Since asynchronous attacks assume less
control over the victim programs, they are considered to be more
realistic.
2.1.2 Attack techniques. The Flush+Reload technique, first described
in [17] and its name popularized in [46], consists of three phases.
First, the attacker identifies and flushes cache lines shared with the
victim using the clflush instruction. Next, the attacker waits some
amount of time to allow the victim to access the shared cache lines.
Lastly, the attacker times how long it takes to reload the cache lines
he previously flushed. A cache line being accessed by the victim
will introduce a shorter latency in the reload step.

The Flush+Flush [14] technique is similar to Flush+Reload, except
that the last phrase flushes the shared cache line again. Since the
clflush instruction’s execution time depends on whether the target
data is cached, Flush+Flush constructs a cache side channel.

A key limitation of Flush+Reload and Flush+Flush is that they
require a physical page in memory to be shared between the victim
and adversary [29, 46]. Although this has plenty of use cases, the
attack fails when no memory page is being shared.

The Prime+Probe technique [32, 35] works under broader circum-
stances: it does not assume shared physical page, making it the most
practical technique among others. Prime+Probe is also performed
in three steps. First, the attacker primes cache sets being monitored,
typically by making sufficient accesses to fill a cache set with his
data. The attacker then waits for the victim to run. Afterwards, the
attacker accesses data filling the cache lines being monitored: a
cache line being accessed by the victim evicts attacker’s data in the
cache, introducing a longer latency in the probe step.
2.1.3 Attack window. All popular attack techniques sketched above
require getting the cache into a known state, wait for the victim to
execute for some time, and then reveal victim’s cache accesses. We
call the time interval of performing one round of all those steps an
attack window.
1This work does not report a specific window size. However, the attack requires two
clflush instructions to be executed. We note that the execution time of a single clflush
instruction varies on different CPUs. We use 200 since [14] reported that a single
clflush instruction takes a minimum of 100 CPU cycles on various CPUs to complete.



Since the length of an attack window affects the number of noise
cache accesses being injected, we summarize the window sizes re-
ported in various cache attacks in Table 1. Typically, a synchronous
attack has a smaller window size because the adversary is assumed
to control the beginning and end of a few instructions of interest.
For example, victim access times as low as 100 cycles has been
reported [50]. But for more realistic settings where the attacker
only controls the beginning and end of one encryption, one AES
encryption itself takes around 320 cycles [15], making a window
size of 500+ cycles, and asymmetric cipher such as RSA requires a
much longer victim access time.

For the less restrictive asynchronous attacks, the window size
is typically thousands of cycles. Especially, the most realistic at-
tack technique Prime+Probe requires priming an entire cache set
(typically, in LLC) instead of individual cache lines; this takes con-
siderable time since modern LLCs are often 12-way to 24-way asso-
ciative. Moreover, while the victim access time can be very small in
theory, Liu et al. [32] observe that smaller window sizes result in
higher error rates when recovering data, highlighting that having
a minimal window size is not optimal for asynchronous attacks.
Hence, for an asynchronous attack, we estimate the minimum at-
tack window to be 2000+ cycles for attacking both symmetric and
asymmetric ciphers.

In sum, while the design and implementation of Ghost Thread
is independent of the window size, we use 2,000 cycles as a con-
servative estimation of the window size of a realistic cache attack
(i.e., asynchronous attack) in this paper. Although synchronous
attacks, which are more difficult to launch in practice, have smaller
window size (around 500 cycles), Ghost Thread still offers sufficient
security (we treat the window size as an unknown parameter when
estimating the attack difficulty in Section 5).

2.2 Attack Model
We consider the scenario where an adversary and victim share
the same physical hardware, a common scenario today due to the
prevalence of cloud computing. Furthermore, the adversary is able
to be co-scheduled on the shared hardware with the victim. The
adversary is capable of setting the CPU cache into a known state
(e.g., flushing the L3 cache) before the victim process runs and query
the cache state after. Hence, the attacks sketched in Section 2.1 are
feasible. We assume that the shared cache between adversary and
victim process (e.g., LLC cache) is also shared by Ghost Thread, but
Ghost Thread works on any level of cache. By default, we refer to
LLC when a concrete context is needed.

3 RELATED WORK
Protecting data from cache attacks is a well-studied problem. We
compare with the most relevant techniques in this section.

Application-level mitigation. The most related work to Ghost
Thread is Cloak [13], an application-level defense mechanism that
requires few code changes. To protect an application, Cloak first
preloads sensitive memory locations (marked by a user) into the
CPU cache and uses HTM to ensure that all accesses to the sensitive
locations are cached; otherwise, a failure in HTM happens and
the accesses are rolled back. Cloak is shown to have negligible
performance overhead on some applications but saw overheads of
up to 248% on applications that incur more frequent transaction

abortions. Compared with Ghost Thread, Cloak is not applicable to
processors without the HTM feature. Moreover, it can only protect
a limited memory region since all memory used by a transaction
must be cached. Furthermore, as discussed in [13], it may introduce
new side channels revealed by transaction aborts.

To remove cache side channels, another approach is to rewrite
the source code so that memory accesses are independent of con-
fidential data. A common approach in crypto implementation is
to use constant time implementations of specific algorithms [9].
However, these techniques are complicated to get right and intro-
duce overheads; it is very challenging for a non-expert to rewrite
the source code in a secure way. Compiler-aided transformation
exists [5, 34], but those techniques only remove sensitive branches
in the source code; they do not prevent sensitive cache-line accesses,
in general, as we do in Ghost Thread.

Noise injection. Ghost Thread draws inspiration from approaches
that use randomized memory accesses to thwart cache attacks.
There are a few techniques that randomize the cache accesses, but
to the best of our knowledge, Ghost Thread is the first approach that
works on existing OSes and hardware, and offers strong security.

At the OS/VM level, one related work is Düppel [51], which
injects random delays into the memory access time to obfuscate
the cache state (i.e., a cache hit may incur a long latency by the
injected delay from OS). In contrast, Ghost Thread injects random
cache accesses at the application level, making it possible to protect
an arbitrary program without modifying OS/VM. Moreover, Ghost
Thread introduces almost no overhead for under-utilized systems
and moderate overhead for system with heavy loads; Düppel [51]
incurs overhead regardless of system load. KeyDrown [39] is a
kernel mechanism that prevents timing attacks on key strokes by
injecting fake key strokes. However, KeyDrown does not generally
mitigate cache side channels, and requires OS modification.

At the application level, diversification [6] and obfuscation [37]
also introduce randomness to confuse attackers. Diversification
generates a replica that preserves the original program semantics
but differ at the level of machine instructions; hence, by selecting a
replica to execute at random, it alleviates side channels. Obfuscation
confuses the attacker by pretending that additional program paths
are executed than what really was. However, these techniques only
add low entropy to side channels and they offer no formal security
guarantee against cache attacks. Moreover, they incur considerable
overheads: 1.75X for protecting AES in libgcrypt [6] and an average
overhead of 21.8X the unprotected execution time [37].

At the hardware level, randomizing cache accesses has been
explored in prior work. Some system randomizes the cache map-
ping [31] and others change the cache replacement policy to evict
and fill in a randomly picked cache line [7, 30]. Efficient imple-
mentation of Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [12, 28], a technique that
cryptographically obfuscates the memory access patterns, also typ-
ically requires modifying existing architectures. In comparison,
Ghost Thread works with commodity hardware.

Isolating shared resources. Another approach of thwarting cache-
based side channels is to isolate the victim from the attacker. Pre-
vious work has achieved this by soft isolation that reduces re-
source sharing by better scheduling [42], or hard isolation that
partitions resources to disallow sharing between an attacker and a
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Figure 1: An overview of how Ghost Thread can be used to
provide protection to an application.

victim [10, 22, 25, 29, 45, 48]. However, resource isolation is typi-
cally very challenging at the application level. Moreover, they all
incur overhead even in a system with low resource utilization.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
Ghost Thread works by inserting phony cache accesses to interfere
with an adversary’s ability to learn the actual cache accesses from
the victim. With Ghost Thread, an adversary now has to determine
if the status of the targeting cache line was caused by the legitimate
behavior of the victim process or a noise access made by Ghost
Thread. Randomly adding data to the CPU cache can significantly
limit an adversary’s ability to learn useful information. In this
section, we discuss the design of Ghost Thread; we provide a formal
analysis highlighting the added protection in Section 5.

4.1 Why User-Level Library
While injecting random memory accesses should be effective at
thwarting cache attacks, where it is implemented impacts the amount
of incurred performance overhead, as well as the compatibility of
the approach. One way is to rewrite the victim code to inline those
random memory accesses. However, this would incur a significant
performance overhead. For instance, we observed over 60% over-
head on execution time when we inlined 16 memory accesses in
each round of encryption (160 total accesses) to protect accesses
to the S-Box used by AES. One key insight of Ghost Thread is that
we can take advantage of multiple cores in modern systems to in-
ject phony cache accesses in a more efficient way. This results in
virtually no overhead on systems that are not being fully utilized.

Another potential software-level solution we considered was to
add noise using an operating system, in a similar manner as [51].
While this option may have resulted in more consistent results
in some cases thanks to more control over process scheduling, it
requires substantial modification of an OS. Ghost Thread is instead
designed as a user-space library, allowing it to be easily integrated
into an existing application on an unmodified OS and hardware.

tid=GT_add (&sbox ,256, sizeof(int));
plaintext = AES_decrypt(ciphertext ,key);

GT_pause(tid);

process(plaintext );

GT_unpause(tid);

ciphertext = AES_encrypt(plaintext ,key);

GT_stop(tid)

Figure 2: An example showing how a user can modify an
application to provide protection. The highlighted lines of
code would be added by the user. Green indicates necessary
code modification, yellow indicates code added to reduce
overhead.

4.2 System Overview
Figure 1 illustrates how a user interacts with Ghost Thread to pro-
tect a vulnerable application. In the first step, the user identifies
what memory regions in the application need protection against
cache attacks. These are called sensitive memory regions; if an at-
tacker can directly observe what locations in these regions are
accessed by the application, secret information can be inferred. In
the second step, the user modifies the application’s source code
with calls to the Ghost Thread library. Typically, she would insert
calls to create protection threads before code regions that access
sensitive data; these code regions are shown in orange in Figure 11.
Depending on the security requirements of the application, there
can be as many protection threads as needed; they can protect the
same memory region or each can protect a separate memory region.
For each protection thread, the user can decide to keep it running
(shown in green), pause it (shown in yellow), unpause it, or stop it.

To provide a more concrete example of how Ghost Thread can
be used, Figure 2 shows a typical use case using AES encryption as
an example. In the example, the lines in green indicate necessary
code changes to get protection from Ghost Thread. The lines in
yellow indicate optional features that reduce Ghost Thread impact
on the application’s performance. This program starts a protection
thread to protect an encryption routine’s S-Box (Substitution box).
This is performed by providing the base address of the S-Box and
the size.

To facilitate better performance, the thread is paused after the
calling of AES_descrypt. This frees the system’s processor that
was running the protection thread. After performing some work on
the plaintext and prior to performing the next AES encryption, the
protection is unpaused. After the application is finished using AES
routines, the protection thread can be stopped to free all resources
associated with that thread.

4.3 Library Interface
We first introduce the interface of Ghost Thread and its basic func-
tionality. We then describe advanced features in Section 4.4.

Creating a Ghost Thread. In order to create a protection thread, a
user should call the following function provided by Ghost Thread:
u32 GT_add(void *base_addr,u32 num_elmts,

u32 element_size,
bool priority, u32 freq)

1We show in Section 4.5 how program locations and memory regions can be automati-
cally identified to help users accurately use Ghost Thread’s interface.



This function takes five parameters and returns a thread ID used
internally to manage threads by Ghost Thread. The first three de-
termine the sensitive memory region to be protected. Ghost Thread
uses the base address of the memory region, the number of ele-
ments, and the elements’ size to determine the sensitive memory
region. The other two parameters (priority and freq) will be dis-
cussed shortly. An example use of GT_add is shown in Figure 2. By
default, the frequency will be set to max ensuring optimal security.
The priority of the thread is set to the maximum available to the
application; for example if run as the root user on Linux the thread
would have real-time priority by default.

Each protection thread in Ghost Thread is given a contiguous
range of memory locations to protect. This design decision facil-
itates fast injection of noise memory accesses as it benefits from
hardware prefetchers, which bring in more than one protected
cache lines for each injected noise access.

Pausing and Unpausing Protection. It is often the case that the
majority of an application does not need protection against side-
channel attacks. As shown in Figure 2, there is likely going to be
time when protection is unnecessary. To accommodate this, Ghost
Thread can be paused and unpaused throughout an application’s
execution. Ghost Thread offers the following two functions to pause
and unpause ghost threads:
GT_pause(u32 tid)
GT_unpause(u32 tid)

Each function takes the thread ID of the protection thread to be
paused/unpaused. Semantically, pausing a protection thread puts it
to sleep. This allows the OS to schedule other tasks without having
to schedule the protection thread. With the function call, Ghost
Thread looks up the thread internally and puts the desired thread
to sleep, as illustrated in Figure 2 on line 3. Similarly, the unpausing
function wakes up the thread with thread ID tid and resumes
injecting noise.

In order to ensure that noise is currently being injected by a
protection thread, the unpausing function also checks if the pro-
tection thread has completed all of its initialization and is actively
adding noise to the cache. Doing so ensures that sensitive memory
accesses after the unpausing function are properly protected by
Ghost Thread.

Stopping Protection. When there is no longer a need to protect a
specific memory region, a user should call the following function
provided by Ghost Thread:
GT_stop(u32 tid)

This function allows the thread to terminate and return its re-
sources to the OS. An example can be found on line 7 of Figure 2
after the program has completed all of its accesses to the S-Box.

To summarize, Ghost Thread’s main functionality is composed
of 4 methods: GT_add, GT_pause, GT_unpause, and GT_stop. To
reap the protection benefits of Ghost Thread, a user only needs to
add one line of code to their existing application for each region
that needs protection. The remaining features are optional, but can
significantly enhance application performance by freeing system
resources.
4.4 Tuning Ghost Thread
For advanced developers, Ghost Thread provides many features
that allow them to tune the protection for desired levels of security

and performance. The remainder of this section will highlight these
features and explain how and why they should be used.

4.4.1 Multiple Protection Threads. For some applications, a sin-
gle protection thread may not sufficiently address their security
requirements. For instance, when an application has a large sen-
sitive memory region, a single thread may not be able to inject
sufficient noise memory accesses. As a second example, an applica-
tion may have multiple non-contiguous sensitive memory regions.
In both situations, Ghost Thread allows users to create multiple
protection threads, which inject noise accesses independently and
concurrently.

Multiple protection threads are simply created by multiple calls
to the GT_add function. To protect multiple non-contiguous mem-
ory regions, multiple protection threads should be created with non-
overlapping memory regions. Additional threads with the same
memory regions can also be created to increase the injection rate
of noise; this provides additional security if required, as shown in
Section 6.
4.4.2 Ensuring Thread Scheduling. Ghost Thread is implemented
as a user-space library without anymodification to the OS including
its scheduler. Modern OSes use schedulers that attempt to fairly
allocate CPU time to all processes waiting to run. This means the
threads that Ghost Thread uses to protect an application may not be
scheduled when the protected application is running. The situation
becomes more likely when a system is more utilized since the
scheduler becomes more relied upon to allocate CPU time.

To overcome this issue, Ghost Thread provides an option to set
the priority of ghost threads. This is the fourth parameter, priority,
of the GT_add function. By default, Ghost Thread sets the priority
of a protection thread to be real time. In this case, the priority
parameter to GT_add is set to true. Line 1 of Figure 2 shows how
the priority of a protection thread is set to the default value of
true. When a real-time protection thread is created, Ghost Thread
requests the OS to create a thread with corresponding scheduling
priority.

Most modern OSes support some notion of real-time schedul-
ing. On Linux, real-time tasks can be preempted only when a task
with higher priority is ready to run. By giving a ghost thread the
maximum priority (99 in Linux), no other tasks can preempt it.
By further setting the CPU core affinity of the thread to a specific
core, Ghost Thread prevents the Linux scheduler from migrating
the real-time thread to another core. After these steps, protection
threads using real-time priority are scheduled on specific cores
until they voluntarily give up their CPU time. This guarantees that
ghost threads are running at the same time as the application they
need to protect.

We empirically verified that real-time protection threads are
always scheduled. We used the Linux Performance (Perf) Tools to
monitor what tasks were scheduled on each core. Perf Tools sample
what is running on every processor at fixed units of time. In our
experiments, we set the priority of a thread to be real time and
checked the result of the Perf Tools. We found that once a real-time
thread is scheduled, it was never descheduled until it terminated.

Optionally, a ghost thread can be set to regular priority by setting
the priority parameter of GT_add to false. Although changing the
priority of a thread to be regular priority weakens the protection,
it could still be desirable in the scenarios where the root privilege



Figure 3: The number of threads required to obtain 99.9%,
99%, 95%, or 90% overlap with a protected thread, when var-
ious background tasks are running at the same time on a
6 core machine. These values assume that the scheduler as-
signs every task with the same probability of being sched-
uled.

is unavailable, or when the user is willing to sacrifice security for
better performance. Moreover, adding multiple protection threads
with regular priority can potentially offer similar level of protection
as one real-time ghost thread.

Assuming a fair scheduler that schedules every thread equally,
we can compute how likely at least one of the protection threads
runs concurrently with an application that has just one thread. Fig-
ure 3 shows how many threads are required to obtain either 99.9%,
99%, 95%, or 90% overlap with the application thread, when the
system is under various amounts of strain on a machine with 6
cores. The results show that on a system with a light load, just one
protection thread is typically sufficient, even if the ghost thread
is not real-time. As more background tasks are competing for the
processors, the number of protection threads needed for a target
overlap increases. The higher the percentage of overlap, the faster
the number of threads required increases. But still, to offer 90%
overlap, only a few regular priority threads are needed with heavy
system load. We show in Section 6 how we can use these percent-
ages to compute more accurately the protection added by Ghost
Thread.

In sum, ensuring at least one protection thread is actively run-
ning when the protected application is running is a critical aspect
of Ghost Thread. Ghost Thread offers two possible solutions to this
problem. The ideal (and default) solution is to assign the real-time
priority to the protection threads to ensure they are always running.
Since this may not always be possible due to requiring root privi-
leges, we also provide some guidance for users to obtain a target
percentage of overlap by introducing multiple protection threads
to ensure at least one of them is running when the application is
running.
4.4.3 Varying Noise Injection Rate. By default, a protection thread
injects memory accesses as quickly as possible in a tight loop. To
better balance security and performance, Ghost Thread allows a
user to configure the rate at which noise is injected.

Ghost Thread provides an option of setting the noise injection
rate: the fifth parameter freq of the GT_add function. An example
is shown at line 1 of Figure 2, where freq is set to the default value
0, specifying that the Ghost Thread injects noise memory accesses
at the maximum rate; the maximum frequency we observed on our

Precomputed rand PCG RDRAND
Noise/Window 467 32 124 5

Table 2: The average number of memory accesses that a
ghost thread can inject in a window of 2,000 clock cycles.

machine is about 470 million noise accesses per second. For other
target frequency numbers, Ghost Thread calculates appropriate 𝑛
(the length of a sequence of noise memory accesses in an iteration)
and 𝑡 (the length of sleep). In order to ensure consistent noise, our
implementation always sets 𝑛 to be a constant (usually 1,000,000).
Based on that gap, Ghost Thread computes the amount of sleep
(𝑡 ) per iteration needed in order to achieve the desired frequency.
With computed 𝑛 and 𝑡 , a ghost thread (1) injects a sequence of 𝑛
noise memory accesses, and (2) puts the thread to sleep for time 𝑡 .
4.4.4 Memory Access Randomization. An important goal of Ghost
Thread is that its protection threads inject noise accesses randomly
to sensitive memory regions. Currently, Ghost Thread supports
four different methods for obtaining randomness. Each of these
methods can be selected by passing compiler options when building
the Ghost Thread library.

The first method is to precompute the random numbers before
the Ghost Thread’s protection threads begin injecting noise. This
can either be performed at run time during thread initialization,
using one of our supported random number generators, or added by
the user using their preferred random number generator. We also
allow these numbers to be added at compile time. Adding the num-
bers at compile time can be significantly faster since there would
be no overhead incurred during the execution of the application.

The three other supported methods generate random numbers
as needed using different random number generators. Generating
random numbers along with noise injection can be more versatile
since it can be done on demand and takes up significantly less
memory compared to precomputing. This versatility comes at a
cost to security, since it takes longer to generate random numbers
compared to looking up from a precomputed random-number table.
Table 2 shows the security impact of random number generation
techniques; for each method, it shows the maximum number of
memory accesses per window, where a window is 2,000 CPU cycles.

In sum, we suggest using a secure random number generator to
create a table prior to using Ghost Thread (the default setting of
Ghost Thread). This provides the best security and performance.
With a strong attacker model where the adversary may observe
the cache status in every 2,000 clock cycles (i.e., when the window
size is about 2,000 cycles), the security of other random number
generators could be insufficient due to the few number of noise
memory accesses being injected.

4.5 Usability of Ghost Thread
While the default configurations offer the best security of Ghost
Thread, the advanced configurations such as priority, noise fre-
quency and randomness mechanism are designed for more capable
users to tailor Ghost Thread to their needs.

To better facilitate a non-expert user to adopt Ghost Thread,
Ghost Thread uses a static taint analysis to mark the sensitive mem-
ory regions as well as insert pausing and unpausing statements.2

2In the future, we might also leverage existing static analysis tools [4, 8, 9, 43, 44] to
do so in a more precise way.



The taint analysis only requires users mark the sensitive data in
their application; it then automatically identifies two vulnerable
code patterns: tainted branches and tainted memory accesses, fol-
lowing the constant-time programming principle [2].

When those patterns are detected, the taint analysis reports the
corresponding source code line numbers, which directly lead to the
insertion of pausing and unpausing statements. Tainted memory
accesses also directly lead to memory regions to be protected. The
only subtle case is tainted branches, which to be sound, require any
memory region being accessed under the branches to be protected.
Ghost Thread currently requires manual inspection to identify
memory regions under tainted branches to be protected; in our
experience, such manually work is typically straightforward.

We use an implementation of AES from libgcrypt 1.8.3 as a
concrete example. With private key marked as tainted, the taint
analysis marks all taintedmemory accesses to the S-box; themarked
code corresponds to the following pseudo code:

𝑐𝑖𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑠_𝑏𝑜𝑥 [𝑘𝑒𝑦 ⊕ 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡];
Thus, the taint analysis automatically identifies both the code region
(the encryption routine that performs the sensitive accesses) and
memory regions (the S-box table) to be protected.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS
Injecting noise typically does not eliminate a cache side channel.
In this section, we show both in theory and practice that Ghost
Thread effectively makes realistic side channel attacks impractical.
We break our analysis up into two components: (1) How much
harder does Ghost Thread make the adversary’s task? (2) Does
Ghost Thread thwart existing side-channel attacks?

5.1 Normalized Samples
We measure the attack difficulty with Ghost Thread by how many
more samples are needed to successfully launch a cache attack on
a vulnerable program protected by Ghost Thread. To accomplish
this, we measure normalized samples, the ratio of samples needed
to achieve the same level of confidence of retrieving the secret
correctly.

Existing attacks typically observe the existence of accesses to
sensitive memory regions to reveal private keys. This is done via
exploiting the access time of a cache line being probed: a cache
line being accessed in a window likely introduces a smaller latency
compared with the case where it is absent. Intuitively, Ghost Thread
works by shifting the access time when an access is absent to the
case where it is accessed in a window. In this section, we follow
an analytical model used in prior work [30, 33, 41] to quantify the
number of samples needed to launch a successful attack.

We first abstract the execution time under the condition of at
least one access and no access in a window as 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 respectively:

𝜇1 = 𝑃1 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 + (1 − 𝑃1) 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝜇2 = 𝑃2 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 + (1 − 𝑃2) 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠

where 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 (resp. 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 ) is the (expected) probing timeswhen the data
of interest is present (resp. absent) in the cache; 𝑃1 (resp. 𝑃2) is the
probability that data remains in the cache at the probing time when
the cache line is accessed (resp. absent) in a window. Following prior
analytical models [33, 41], the number of measurements required
for a successful attack (i.e., one that distinguishes samples from

M
𝛿

100 200 300 400 467
AES (M=16) 4.03E5 1.63E11 6.56E16 2.64E22 1.51E26
RSA (M=64) 2.33E1 5.44E2 1.27E4 2.96E5 2.44E6

Table 3: Normalized samples with various amounts of noise
accesses for AES and RSA.

either 𝜇1 or 𝜇2 with high confidence) can be estimated as

𝑁 ≈
2𝑍 2

𝛼 𝜎2

(𝑃1 − 𝑃2)2 (𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 − 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 )2

where 𝑍𝛼 is the quantile of the standard normal distribution for 𝛼 ,
the desired success rate, and 𝜎 is the variance of probing time.

Samples needed without Ghost Thread. Due to background noise
in a window, there is a small chance that an accessed cache line is
evicted or an unaccessed one is cached. To simplify the model, we
ignore such noise and estimate 𝑃1 as 1 and 𝑃2 as 0. Note that this is
justified since it makes our estimation more conservative (i.e., it is
in favor of the attack). Hence, we have 𝑁𝑤/𝑜 =

2𝑍 2
𝛼 𝜎2

(𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 )2 .

Samples needed with Ghost Thread. With Ghost Thread that in-
jects 𝛿 random accesses in one window, 𝑃1 remains 1, but 𝑃2 sig-
nificantly changes compared with the previous case: there is a
1 − (𝑀−1

𝑀
)𝛿 chance that the cache line is brought into the cache

even though it is absent from the original program. Hence, we have:
𝑁𝑤/ =

2𝑍 2
𝛼 𝜎2

(𝑀−1
𝑀

)2𝛿 (𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 )2
.

Normalized Samples neededwith Ghost Thread. WithGhost Thread,
it is more meaningful to measure 𝑁𝑤/

𝑁𝑤/𝑜
for the added security to

the protected program. We call this ratio Normalized Samples:
𝑁𝑤/
𝑁𝑤/𝑜

≈ ( 𝑀

𝑀 − 1
)2𝛿

Figure 3 shows the normalized samples needed for table-based
implementation of AES (with 16 sensitive cache lines) and RSA
(with 64 sensitive cache lines). We emphasize that the noise added
by Ghost Thread significantly improves the security of the vulnera-
ble programs: the number of samples needed for a successful attack
grows exponentially. In a conservative setting of windows with a
size of 2,000 cycles for asynchronous attacks, Ghost Thread injects
467 noise cache accesses (Table 2). Hence, both attacks quickly be-
come infeasible: over 100,000X more samples are needed to launch
a successful attack. Even for a synchronous attack on AES with
a small window size of 520 cycles [15], Ghost Thread can inject
over 100 noise cache accesses, requiring over 100,000X more sam-
ples to launch the attack on AES. This is for just a single Ghost
Thread active, multiple threads can be used to increase security
even further.

Security against cross-processor attacks. Wenote that Ghost Thread
requires that the cache being observed by the adversary be shared
by the protected application and the protection threads spawned
by Ghost Thread for this analysis to be applicable. In the common
scenario when the LLC is being observed, the protection thread
and protected application simply need to be running on the same
processor since the LLC is usually shared among all cores. For



count = [0 for x in range (256)]

for i in range(numPlaintexts ):

plainTexts[i] = genRandPlaintext ()

usedCachelines[i] =

observeEncrypt(key ,plainTexts[i])

for keyByteGuess in range (256):

for i in range(numPlaintexts ):

if guessCacheLine(keyByteGuess ,plainTexts[i])

in usedCachelines[i]:

count[keyByteGuess ]++

return maxIdx(count)

def guessCacheLine(guess ,plaintext ):

return (guess ^ plaintext) / 16

Figure 4: Pseudo code of the AES attack.

cross-processor attacks, such as those shown in [19], we can ap-
ply the same analysis described in this section when either the
processor interconnects all have the same memory access latency,
or that Ghost Thread’s protection thread is always scheduled on
the same processor as the protected application. This is the case
because cross-processor attacks apply the same principles of an
intra-processor attack, but also leverage the high-speed processor
interconnects between processors to detect the memory access time
differences between cache hits and misses.
5.2 Empirical Study
Previously, we have shown the theoretical attack difficulty with
Ghost Thread. Next, we use Ghost Thread to protect a vulnerable
cryptographic library against real cache attacks. We show that
Ghost Thread completely prevents those attacks even in the face of
strong attack models. The attack, following [35], is a synchronous
attack targeting the first round of AES in two commonly used
implementations (mbedTLS and libgcrypt).

5.2.1 AES Attack. We follow the attack that targets the first round
of AES in [35]. The pseudo code of the attack for revealing one key
byte is shown in Figure 4. Note that this is a synchronous attack
where the attacker is able to collect the cache state right after the
first round of encryption; doing so makes the attack feasible even
if only a very small number of samples are collected. Nevertheless,
we show that Ghost Thread successfully thwarts such attacks.

In this attack, the attacker first encrypts a number of known
plaintexts (numPlaintexts) and collects the resulting cache states
right after the first round (usedCacheLines). After that, the at-
tacker enumerates over 256 possible values of a certain key byte,
and sees which values best “matches” the resulting cache states.

To do that, recall that the index into the S-Box used by AES in
the first round is 𝑝𝑖 ⊕ 𝑘𝑖 where 𝑝𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ byte of plaintext and
𝑘𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ byte of the key. Hence, for each sample 𝑖 , the attacker
can successfully compute the index by using the known plaintext
plainTexts[i] and the guessed key value. Hence, the key value
that resulted in the most correct cache line guesses (stored in array
count) is the key byte used in the encryption.

We performed this attack on three different machines running
different Intel chips (i3, i5, and i7). For brevity, we present the results
on the Intel i7 chip since all 3 experiments are very similar. The
result for the unprotected program is shown at the top of Figure 5.
Here, each blue dot corresponds to the percentage of correct cache
line guesses for the corresponding guessed key byte (the x-axis);
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Figure 5: AESAttackwithout andwithGhost Thread.We see
that without Ghost Thread, there is a strong correlation be-
tween key values and percentages of cache hits, while with
Ghost Thread, virtually every key guess results in a cache
hit, disrupting the correlation.

the red triangle identifies the actual value of the key byte used in
these experiments (which is set to be 46). Without Ghost Thread,
we observe that the cache line containing the real key value is easily
distinguishable from other cache lines.3

In order to see how effective Ghost Thread is, we ran the attack
again with the AES program protected. The results are shown at
the bottom of Figure 5. With Ghost Thread, the real value of the
key byte can no longer be identified. This is due to the fact that
Ghost Thread injects hundreds of extra memory accesses, making
all cache lines being cached in the experiments.
6 EVALUATION
In this section, we answer the following questions: (1) How much
overhead does Ghost Thread have on a protected application?
(2) What is the maximum overhead an application can incur when
being protected by Ghost Thread? (3) What are the normalized
samples needed for a successful attack after applying Ghost Thread
(with various settings) to an application? (4) What is the impact of
using Ghost Thread on other applications running on the machine?

To evaluate Ghost Thread, we use a machine with 32 GB of RAM
on an Intel Core i7-5820K CPU at 3.3 GHZ using Ubuntu 14.04. For
consistent results, we disabled hyper-threading and turbo boost.
6.1 Application Overhead
Akey aspect of our evaluation is understanding howmuch overhead
Ghost Thread adds to applications. To explore this, we applied Ghost
Thread to an Apache web server.

Setup. In our experiments, we analyze the throughput (i.e. the
number of requests per second) of an Apache web server with
various numbers of concurrent users. We use an HTTP server
benchmarking tool called Siege [11] to load a 2KB static web page
using HTTPS for differing numbers of concurrent users; each con-
figuration is repeated 100 times to reduce noise. We follow the

3The attack targeting the first round of AES cannot distinguish the exact key value
since 16 key values are stored on the same cache line. However, this attack is much
easier to launch compared to the complete attack in [35]; thwarting this version also
prevents real attacks with more system noise and more bits to learn.
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Figure 6: The throughput overheads of concurrent users ac-
cessing a webpage hosted on an Apache server with both the
AES and RSA routines protected by Ghost Thread.

Best Case Worst Case
Cloak [13] -0.8% 248%
Ghost Thread -1.25% 20.1%

Table 4: Overheads of Cloak [13] and one single Ghost
Thread.

experimental setup in [16]. There are two security-sensitive com-
ponents of the Apache web server: an RSA routine is invoked to
establish connections, and an AES routine is used to encrypt the
transmitted data.

We apply Ghost Thread to protect the T-table implementation of
the AES routine, requiring about 4KB of memory to be protected.
Ghost Thread is also applied to the precomputed table (1KB) used
by the RSA routine, which was shown to be vulnerable to cache
attacks [47]. We use the taint analysis described in Section 4.5 to
determine appropriate points to add the instrumentation.

Results. We measured the throughput overheads with various
concurrent users ranging from 1 to 150 where each user requests a
webpage of size 3KB. The results are shown in Figure 6 with two
possible configurations: using real-time ghost threads, or normal-
priority threads. The results demonstrate that in either case, Ghost
Thread adds little to no overhead to the Apache web server regard-
less of the priority Ghost Thread used. This is because Ghost Thread
only needs to be active during critical sections of the application
where secrete data is being processed.

When Apache serves webpages, it spends 0.19% of the execution
time on AES encryption, 0.23% on RSA encryption, for a combi-
nation of 0.42% of execution time that requires protection. This
is consistent with our belief that programs used in practice likely
require Ghost Thread to be active for small portions of their ex-
ecution. In Section 6.2, we zoom in on the overhead incurred by
applying Ghost Thread to the encryption routines, which provides
insight regarding how Ghost Thread would perform on a smaller
micro benchmark where it is active most of the time .

Comparison with Cloak [13]. A comparison between state-of-
the-art user-space mitigation mechanism Cloak [13] and a single
non-real-time Ghost Thread is shown in Table 4. Since our sys-
tem does not support TSX, we use the results reported in [13] for
comparison. Although the experimental environments are not com-
pletely identical, we note that both best cases reflect light system
workloads. Compared to Cloak [13], Ghost Thread preforms com-
parably. Cloak reports a 0.8% speed up when protecting AES from
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Figure 7: The latency overheads of Ghost Thread on an AES
implementation from libgcrypt 1.8.3 with various configu-
rations. The boxes show the additional normalized samples
needed.

side channel attacks due to a higher cache hit rate and few mem-
ory accesses. We observe the same in Figure 6: Ghost Thread also
has near zero overhead due to a higher cache hit rate and limited
required resources of Ghost Thread since the region that requires
protection in Apache is not large.

6.2 Worst Case Analysis
To protect a vulnerable application, Ghost Thread typically does not
need to be active throughout the entire execution of an application.
However, it is also useful to measure the maximum overhead an
application can incur: both to understand the limit of Ghost Thread
as well as how parameters such as thread priority and noise rate
affect performance and security. Next, we conducted experiments
on AES and RSA where Ghost Thread is active 100% of the time.

Setup. We ran AES using an implementation in libgcrypt 1.8.3
with 128-bit keys protecting the S-boxes (1 KB). We also applied
Ghost Thread to the precomputed tables (4 KB) in the modular
exponentiation routine of GnuPG 1.4.23 used by the RSA algorithm.
We again used the taint analysis presented in Section 4.5 to identify
where to insert Ghost Thread instrumentation. We used the cor-
responding AES and RSA implementations without Ghost Thread
protection as the baseline. To get consistent results, we recorded
the execution time of encrypting 5 million messages.

To fairly evaluate Ghost Thread under various system loads,
we considered the percent increase in execution time of an AES
application with and without Ghost Thread while other background
processes are competing for resources. For the latter, we used two
programs from SPEC CPU 2006: bzip2 and gobmk. We selected
these two programs since bzip2 represents a memory-intensive
program and gobmk represents a CPU-intensive program. Another
scenario we used in our evaluation is when there is a mix of different
kinds of programs on the system. To do this, we ran all of the integer
benchmarks from SPEC CPU 2006 written in C.

The various background applications resulted in similar results,
within measurement error. Thus we show only the results using
bzip2 as background programs hereafter. We presume this is the
case since Ghost Thread only protects a small region of memory: the
background application is unlikely to change the victim program’s
cache hit rate significantly.



6.2.1 Performance Results. The latency overheads added by Ghost
Thread to AES with various system loads and Ghost Thread config-
urations are shown in Figure 7. We also performed this experiment
on RSA and obtained similar overhead to what is found for AES,
but omitted the details of these performance results due to space
constraints. The results indicate that adding memory accesses to
protect against cache side channels does not add noticeable over-
heads when a system is being under utilized (i.e., having fewer tasks
than cores.).

We note that when Ghost Thread is active 100% of the time and
all cores are occupied, the performance overhead is non-negligible
both for AES and RSA. This is expected given that Ghost Thread
competes for computation resources. However, we note that the
worst-case overhead ranges between 13% to 35%, depending on the
configuration of Ghost Thread. Moreover, as we show in Section 6.1,
the overhead could be much smaller in more common scenarios
where only part of an application requires protection.

Figure 7 further shows the impact of different configurations of
Ghost Thread: a normal-priority protection thread, a real-time pri-
ority protection thread, and two normal-priority protection threads.
All protection threads inject noise to the memory region that holds
the S-Box for AES or the precomputed tables used in modular ex-
ponentiation for RSA.

When the priority of the thread is set to real time, the execution
time is similar to a thread with normal priority until the system
becomes fully utilized. This is due to the fact that the OS is unable
to schedule anything on the core the real time thread gets assigned
to. This causes a larger amount of overhead (about 20%) compared
to the case of using a normal-priority thread (about 10%). We also
observe that creating two normal-priority threads incurs the largest
latency overhead in both cases.

Comparison with Cloak [13]. While the overhead of Ghost Thread
is non-negligible in the worst-case scenario, we note that it is still
reasonable compared with the state-of-the-art of user-level defence
mechanism: Cloak was shown to have a worst case overhead of
248% on average in a heavily loaded system [13]. As shown in
Table 4, the worst-case overhead of Ghost Thread (20.1%) is still
reasonable and in fact, an order of magnitude better.

6.2.2 Security Results. While Ghost Thread is able to obtain neg-
ligible (when the system is under loaded) to modest (when the
system is fully loaded) runtime overheads, it provides strong secu-
rity for all system loads. We find that Ghost Thread is able to make
side-channel attacks infeasible to launch.

We use normalized samples presented in Section 5 as a metric
for measuring security. During experiments, we recorded the num-
ber of injected cache accesses per window and the percentage of
the time when the protected program and Ghost Thread execute
simultaneously. To handle non-real-time protection, we extend the
analysis in Section 5 in the following way. For protection threads
that are not real time, 𝑃2 in the analysis is multiplied by the per-
centage of time Ghost Thread and the program co-execute. The
order of magnitude of the normalized samples (e.g., 1E26 represents
1026) is shown in the boxes near data points in Figure 7.

The results indicate that while Ghost Thread cannot completely
eliminate cache side channels, it is infeasible to attack protected

Algorithm Time w/o GT Time w/ RT GT
AES [36] 0.064s 1E17 years
AES (Cross-VM) [18] 4.5s 1E19 years
RSA [47] 30 min 3170 years

Table 5: A summary of how long it takes to collect sufficient
number of samples on our test machine to launch the corre-
sponding cache attacks without and with Ghost Thread.

applications when we use real-time ghost threads, the default con-
figuration of Ghost Thread. This is true regardless of the system
load: it will require 1026× samples to perform the same attack on
AES. For RSA, 106× samples are needed to perform the same attack.
To better connect normalized samples to attack difficulty (in terms
of computation time), we collected the time to generate sufficient
number of samples to successfully launch state-of-the-art attacks,
as summarized in Table 5, under column “Time w/o GT”. In order
to compute the time needed to launch the same attacks with Ghost
Thread, we use normalized samples to compute the corresponding
time (assuming the same computation resource), shown in Table 5,
under column “Time w/ RT GT”. We see that for AES attacks, it will
take over 1E17 years to complete, that is longer than the current
age of the universe. For a more realistic attack scenario spanning
across VM boundaries, we see the expected computational time is
even worse, requiring at least 1E19 years of time to compile enough
samples. Although the normalized samples is much smaller in the
RSA case, due to the longer attack time on RSA, it still requires over
3,000 years to obtain enough samples.

When one normal-priority ghost thread is used, the overall se-
curity is also affected by system load: when the system is under
utilized, we observe the same level of protection as real-time ghost
threads. But the normalized samples drop when the system is fully
utilized. This is due to the fact that a normal-priority thread in-
jects less noise due to scheduling, but still requires over 1 million
times more samples (resp. 100 times more samples) to have the
same success rate in the AES case (resp. RSA case). For AES, it
takes approximately 3,000 years to collect a sufficient number of
samples. While normal-priority ghost threads offer weaker security
compared with real-time threads, they may be preferable when the
reduced security is acceptable considering the gained performance.

Ghost Thread also provides the capability to add multiple threads
to improve security. By using multiple protection threads more
noise can be added per window and also increases the likelihood
at least one protection thread is concurrently executing with the
protected application. Our data indicates that adding one additional
protection thread requires 1050× (1012× for RSA) more samples
compared to not having protection. This is an enormous amount of
samples. Even when the system is loaded the additional protection
thread performs between a single default priority thread Ghost
Thread and a real-time thread requiring 1014× (104× for RSA) more
samples. This many more samples will take over 200,000 (0.6 for
RSA) years to collect using the same method used to compute the
data in Table 5.
6.2.3 Adjusting Noise Frequency. Next, we evaluate the impact of
noise injection rate on performance and security. The motivation
is that for users who can tolerate weaker security, Ghost Thread
can inject fewer noise accesses to reduce the performance cost.
Users can also strengthen security by adding additional protection
threads.



Figure 8: Percent overhead on bzip2 when a program pro-
tected by Ghost Thread is running concurrently.

Setup. The configuration is the same as in Section 6.2 with the
addition of samples showing the performance and security of AES
protected with Ghost Thread configured for various noise injection
frequencies. Each of the Ghost Threads used have normal priority.

Results. To summarize our results, we find that lowering the
number of memory accesses tends to lower the overhead of Ghost
Thread. For instance, with 50 million accesses per second by Ghost
Thread, the overhead with 6 background processes is 11% better
than when the frequency is set to max (around 471 million accesses
per second).

However, lowering the frequency also can significantly reduce
the security improvement. When the protection thread is set to
its maximum frequency, we observe normalized samples needed
increase by 26 orders of magnitude on an under-utilized system. The
required normalized samples decrease to 1E5 when the frequency
is lowered to 150 million accesses per second and the system is
being under utilized. Additionally, we find normalized samples
drop from 1E10 at maximum frequency to 1E3 at 150 accesses
per second when the system is fully utilized. Although tested on
other configurations, we find that the rate of 150 Million offers a
reasonable balance between security and performance and omit
other results due to space limitations.

6.3 System Impact
Another concern to users is the impact of Ghost Thread on other
programs running at the same time. There are two main reasons
Ghost Thread could cause an increase in execution time for other
applications. The first is increased contention for the cache, and
the second is contention for CPU cores.

To evaluate the impact on other applications, we ran bzip2 and
gobmk from SPEC2006 while running AES encryption in a loop
with and without Ghost Thread. Ghost Thread is active for 100% of
the duration of the execution of bzip2 and gobmk to demonstrate the
worst-case overhead to the system.We selected those two programs
since bzip2 represents a memory-intensive program and gobmk
represents a CPU-intensive program. Due to the similarity between
the two results, for space we present our findings for bzip2.

The results with bzip2 is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 indicates
that the overhead on other applications is again not significant
until all of the CPU cores are being used. After all of the cores are
being utilized, the overhead increases to its peak of about 16%, and
then slowly declines as more processes are added. This experiment
also shows that there is not a significant impact caused by Ghost
Thread’s added memory accesses since on an under-loaded system,
there is no noticeable increase to the overhead. This is likely due

to the fact Ghost Thread only accesses a small region of memory
addresses to provide protection.

Note that since Ghost Thread is protecting the encryption the
entire time, this experiment shows the worst-case overhead of
Ghost Thread. As shown at the beginning of this section, applying
Ghost Thread to applications in practice only requires protection
for a fraction of the program’s total lifetime. This will significantly
reduce its impact on other applications running concurrently.

7 DISCUSSION
The experiments in Section 6 are conducted on a machine with
a processor containing 6 cores. We note that since Ghost Thread
utilizes additional CPU resources, the overhead added is propor-
tional to the number of CPU cores available on a system. Thus, less
powerful machines with less cores will see a higher overhead; a
more powerful machine with more cores (e.g., cloud servers, a very
important target of cache attacks) will see less overhead.

We note that although Ghost Thread is implemented as a shared
library, the only data flowing to Ghost Thread from the application
is the memory region to be protected along with the frequency
and priority of the thread. Since the memory accesses made to the
memory region by Ghost Thread are random, an adversary cannot
gain any additional information by virtue of Ghost Thread being
a shared library that is not already assumed to be public (e.g., the
memory location of the S-Boxes for AES).

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel cache side channel defense Ghost
Thread. We demonstrate its effectiveness at thwarting cache based
side channel attacks by computing the increased difficulty in launch-
ing side-channel attacks. The overhead of applying Ghost Thread
is negligible when a system is being under utilized and reason-
able even when a system is being fully utilized. Ghost Thread is a
readily deployable, software only, cache side channel protection
system which delivers strong security guarantees with low over-
head cost making it ideal for developers to get general cache-based
side channel protection without costly specialized hardware.
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